The excited-state dynamics of five derivatives of the GFP-chromophore, which differ by the position and nature of their substituents, has been investigated in solvents of various viscosity and polarity and in rigid media using femtosecond-resolved spectroscopy. In polar solvents of low viscosity, like acetonitrile or methanol, the fluorescence decays of all compounds are multiexponential, with average lifetimes of the order of a few picoseconds, whereas in rigid matrices (polymer films and low temperature glasses), they are single exponential with lifetimes of the order of a few nanoseconds and fluorescence quantum yields close to unity. Global analysis of the fluorescence decays recorded at several wavelengths and of the transient absorption spectra reveals the presence of several excited-state populations with slightly different fluorescence and absorption spectra and with distinct lifetimes. These populations are attributed to the existence of multiple ground-state conformers. From the analysis of the dependence of the excited-state dynamics on the solvent and on the nature of the substituents, it follows that the nonradiative deactivation of all these excited chromophores involves an intramolecular coordinate with large amplitude motion. However, depending on the solvent and substituent, additional channels, namely, inter-and intramolecular hydrogen bond assisted nonradiative deactivation, are operative. This allows tuning of the excited-state lifetime of the chromophore. Finally, an ultrafast photoinduced intramolecular charge transfer is observed in polar solvents with one derivative bearing a dimethylaminophenyl substituent.
Introduction
The green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria has found widespread applications in molecular biology, cell biology, biochemistry, biotechnology, and molecular genetics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The chromophore responsible for the emission of this protein is p-hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone (p-HBI). The fluorescence arises from its anionic form generated upon ultrafast intramolecular excited-state proton transfer in the neutral form. [6] [7] [8] Although GFP was discovered more than 20 years ago, the photophysics of p-HBI and of its mutants is still intensively investigated mainly because of the spectacular decrease of its fluorescence quantum yield, Φ fl , and lifetime, τ, taking place when going from the protein (Φ fl ) 0.79, 9 τ ) 3.3 ns) 8, 10 to liquid solutions (Φ fl < 10 -3 , 11 τ < 1 ps). [12] [13] [14] In this respect, the photophysical properties of the synthetic dimethyl derivative of the GFP chromophore (p-HBDI) 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and other related model systems 24, 25, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] have been extensively investigated.
The absence of fluorescence of p-HBDI in solution has been found to originate from an ultrafast internal conversion (IC) from the S 1 state. 15, 16, 19, 22, 33, 34 Such lack of emission is a characteristic of flexible chromophores like for example triphenylmethane dyes, [35] [36] [37] for which the relevant coordinate for IC is the large amplitude motion of the phenyl rings. However, contrary to these dyes and other chromophores, which also undergo photoisomerization, the fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield of p-HBDI were found to exhibit only weak viscosity dependence in moderately viscous solvents. 13, 16 On the basis of this and on quantum chemistry calculations, it has been proposed that p-HBDI relaxes nonradiatively to the ground state via a concerted, volume-preserving, twist motion around both bridging bounds, the so-called "hula-twist". 15, 16 On the other hand, substantial viscosity dependence was reported in more viscous solvents, such as polyalcohols. 29 Additionally to being ultrafast, the excited-state dynamics of p-HBDI was also found to be biexponential, with time constants that are the same throughout the emission spectrum but with wavelength-dependent relative amplitudes. [14] [15] [16] This effect has been attributed to the existence of various conformations of the chromophore in the ground state with a similar absorption spectrum. 38, 39 Thus, photoexcitation leads to several S 1 subpopulations with different lifetimes.
To get a deeper insight into the relaxation mechanism of the GFP chromophore, p-HBDI derivatives have been synthesized and their photophysics has been investigated. 24, 25, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] For example, Solntsev et al. 32 have compared the ultrafast excitedstate dynamics of p-HBDI and m-HBDI in aqueous solutions and have found that the deactivation by large amplitude motion was slower with the m-HBDI, due possibly to a higher barrier for Z/E isomerization.
Other authors [27] [28] [29] have also shown that when the methyl groups of p-HBDI are replaced by phenyl or other bulky substituents, the fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime exhibit a much more pronounced viscosity dependence. In all these cases, nonexponential excited-state decay, indicative of the existence of several ground state conformers, was found as well.
We report here on our detailed investigation of the photophysics of 4-benzylidene-1,2-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-5(4H)-one-derivatives with various substituents in different media using femtosecond-resolved emission and absorption spectroscopy. These substituents differ by their electron donating or withdrawing properties, their size, and their ability for intra-or intermolecular hydrogen bonding (Scheme 1, compounds 1-5). Our main goal was to establish all the different nonradiative deactivation pathways of these fluorophores not only to get a deeper insight into the origin of the weak fluorescence of the GFP chromophore in solution but also to find out whether it is possible to control them in order to develop new fluorophores with tunable emission properties. Indeed, the widespread interest on GFP and its mutants has been particularly focused on their role in biology. As yet, it has not been fully realized that GFPlike fluorophores could have a large potential in optoelectronics, for example, as emitters in organic light-emitting diodes. 
Experimental Section
Samples. The different substituted imidazolone derivatives have been synthesized according to Scheme 1 (see also Supporting Information). The first step includes the preparation of (Z)-2-phenyl-4-(arylmethylene)oxazol-5(4H)-ones by implementation of the classic Erlenmeyer synthesis-condensation of hippuric acid I with the aromatic aldehydes IIa-d in the presence of anhydrous KOAc in acetic anhydride to obtain the corresponding (Z)-2-phenyl-4-(arylmethylene)oxazol-5(4H)-ones IIIa-d in moderate yields (Scheme 1A). [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] As known in literature, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] small amounts of (E)-2-phenyl-4-(arylmethylene)oxazol-5(4H)-ones were detected in the crude product by TLC. The appropriate crystallization resulted to the pure target Z-isomers IIIa-d. Although oxazolones are well-known for their good fluorescent properties, 52 they are mainly used as
intermediates. This limitation is caused by their hydrolytical instability in water and in other protic solvents, leading to ringopening 53 and loss of fluorescent properties. Alternative synthetic methods have also been reported in literature, 54-61 a microwaveassisted synthesis of azalactones has been recently published. 62 In a second step, the pure intermediates IIIa-d were heated with the aromatic amines IVa,b and anhydrous KOAc in acetic acid (AcOH) to afford the desired (Z)-2-phenyl-1-(aryl)-4-(arylmethylene)-1H-imidazol-5(4H)-ones (1-5) (Scheme 1B).
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After column chromatography and/or crystallization, the products 1 and 3-5 were obtained as chemically and stereoisomerically pure Z-isomers in moderate to high yields. For compound 2 we observed mixtures of Z/E-isomers (by NMR), which could not be isolated into the individual stereoisomers. Besides, compound 2 is extremely insoluble in low polarity solvents and only weakly soluble in polar solvents. For the imidazolones 1 and 5 there are previously published data. 58, 62, 65, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] The solvents, acetonitrile (ACN), propionitrile (PrCN), butyronitrile (BuCN), methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), pentanol (PeOH), diethyl ether (Et 2 O), n-hexane (HX), cyclohexane (CH), decalin (DEC), and methylcyclohexane (MCH) were of the highest commercially available purity and were used as received.
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) films were prepared as follows: 300 mg of PMMA was dissolved in 10 -4 M dichloromethane solutions of the investigated compounds. The solutions were poured in Petri dishes, and the solvent was evaporated for about 24 h. The thickness of the resulting films was uniform (40-50 µm), and the concentration of the investigated compounds was about 0.500-0.700% weight.
Steady-State Measurements. Steady-state absorption spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 25 UV-vis spectrophotometer set to 1 nm resolution. Corrected steadystate fluorescence and excitation spectra were measured with a Perkin-Elmer LS 55 spectrofluorometer, with 10 nm excitation and emission slit widths. The fluorescence quantum yields were determined at room temperature using solute concentrations adjusted to achieve an optical density of 0.1 at the excitation wavelength. The fluorescence standard for compounds 1-4 was p-methoxy-benzylidenphtalide in ethanol (Φ fl ) 0.14) 74 and for compound 5, coumarin in ethanol (Φ fl ) 0.78). 75 The emission spectra in polymer films were measured in the reflection mode.
The low-temperature luminescence measurements were performed at 77 K with the standard phosphorescence accessory of a Perkin-Elmer spectrofluorimeter MPF 44 using 4 mm diameter quartz tubes, and the spectra were subsequently corrected.
Time-Resolved Fluorescence Measurements. Fluorescence dynamics on the subnanosecond time scale was measured by up-conversion using a setup described in detail elsewhere. 76, 77 Excitation was achieved at 400 nm with the frequency-doubled output of a Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics). The output pulses centered at 800 nm had duration of 100 fs and a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The polarization of the pump beam was at magic angle relative to that of the gate pulses at 800 nm. Experiments were carried out in a 1 mm rotating cell. The full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the instrument response function (IRF) was ca. 280 fs. No significant degradation of the samples was observed after the measurements.
Fluorescence decay measurements on a longer time scale were performed using the time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. Excitation was carried out at a repetition rate of 40 MHz with <90 ps pulses generated by laser diodes SCHEME 1: Synthesis and Structure of Compounds 1-5 either at 395 nm (PicoQuant model LDH-PC-400B) or at 469 nm (PicoQuant model LDH-PC-470). Fluorescence was collected at 90°and was measured at magic angle with respect to the polarization of the pump pulses. A 420 or 560 nm cutoff filter placed in front of the photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, H5783-P-01) ensured that no scattered excitation light could reach the detector, whose output was connected to the input of a TCSPC computer board module (Becker and Hickl, SPC-300-12). The fwhm of the IRF was around 200 ps.
Transient Absorption (TA) Measurements. Most of the TA measurements have been carried out with the setup described in detail in ref 78 . Additional measurements have been performed with an upgraded version of this setup as discussed in ref 79 that gives a better signal/noise ratio. Excitation was performed at 400 nm using the frequency-doubled output of a standard 1 kHz amplified Ti:sapphire system (Spectra-Physics). The pump intensity on the sample was around 2 mJ/cm 2 . The polarization of the probe pulses was at magic angle relative to that of the pump pulses. All spectra were corrected for the chirp of the white light probe pulses. The fwhm of the IRF was ca. 200 fs. The sample solutions were placed in a 1 mm path length quartz cell where they were continuously stirred by N 2 -bubbling. Their absorbance at the excitation wavelength was between 0.05 and 0.2, depending on the solvent.
Computational Methods. The ground-state singlet gas-phase geometries of 1-5 were fully optimized at the density functional level of theory (DFT) 80 using the B3-LYP functional, 81, 82 and a def-TZVP 83 basis set. Electronic vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths were then computed with time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) using the same functional and basis set. All calculations were performed using the TURBOMOLE 5.8 package.
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Results
Steady-State Spectroscopy. The UV-vis absorption spectra of 1-4 above 300 nm are very similar and consist of a broad band with a maximum located between 375 and 400 nm depending on the nature of the Ar 1 -substituent and with a shoulder at shorter wavelength ( Figure 1 ). The presence of electron-withdrawing or electron-donating substituents in 2, 3, and 4 leads to a bathochromic shift of the Frank-Condon absorption transition up to 550 cm -1 (Table 1) . Furthermore, the strong electron-donating group in 5 results to a red shift of the longest wavelength absorption band of more than 3600 cm Figure 1 ).
These spectra point to a coupling between the Ar 1 -substituents and the imidazolone moiety in all compounds, the strongest interaction being between the (dimethylamino)phenyl and the carbonyl groups in 5.
A very weak solvatochromism was observed with 1-4: compared to CH, the absorption maximum in ACN is slightly blue-shifted, whereas in ethanol the maximum is red-shifted. The number of solvents investigated is not large enough to allow precise interpretation of this small solvent dependence. Nevertheless, the blue shift in ACN might be due to the lower refractive index of this solvent, thus to weaker dispersion interaction, while the red shift in EtOH might originate from hydrogen bonding interaction. By contrast, the first absorption band of 5 exhibits a substantial bathochromic shift (1300 cm -1 ) by going from the nonpolar CH to the polar ACN and EtOH. In this case, the shift from CH to ACN is attributed to dipole-dipole interaction, whereas the additional shift in EtOH is tentatively assigned to the effect of hydrogen bonding.
In PMMA films, the shape and the position of the longest wavelength absorption band of 1-5 are very similar to those measured in EtOH ( Table 1) .
The fluorescence spectra of 1-4 in all solvents investigated are characterized by a Stokes shift amounting to about 4000 cm
. Furthermore the fluorescence spectrum is independent of the excitation wavelength and does not exhibit a strong solvatochromism. The red shift introduced by the Ar 1 -and Ar 2 -substituents can be as large as 990 cm -1 in both nonpolar and polar media and is thus more pronounced than that found in the absorption spectra.
On the other hand, the fluorescence spectrum of 5 is strongly solvent dependent ( Figure 2 ). In CH, a pronounced vibrational structure is observed. As solvent polarity increases, this structure vanishes and the fluorescence maximum shifts to longer wavelengths ( Figure 2 ). This effect suggests a substantial solvent and/or intramolecular reorganization of the excited state in polar solvents.
The fluorescence quantum yields, Φ fl , of 1 and 3 in CH are around 10 -2 , whereas those of the other compounds are about 10 -3 ( Table 1 ). The fluorescence quantum yields of 1-3 in protic and aprotic polar solvents (EtOH, ACN) decrease substantially, whereas those of 4 and 5 remain essentially unchanged.
The fluorescence spectra of all compounds in frozen EtOH matrix at 77 K are very similar to those in room temperature liquids; however, the fluorescence quantum yields are much larger and for 1, Φ fl amounts to unity (Table 1) . This is in agreement with the observed increase of the fluorescent intensity in PMMA films as well. Finally no phosphorescence could be detected with all compounds investigated even at 77K.
Time-Resolved Fluorescence. Fluorescence up-conversion measurements of 1-5 in various solvents were performed at several wavelengths throughout the emission band. As shown in Figure 3A for 3 in ACN, the fluorescence dynamics exhibits substantial wavelength dependence, accelerating with increasing wavelength. In order to get a deeper insight into the origin of this effect, these time profiles were analyzed globally with a sum of exponentials as trial function. Once the global lifetime was determined, the amplitudes of the different decay components were calculated by rescaling the integrated time profiles according to the stationary fluorescence intensity, as explained in ref 88 . The data shown in Figure 3A could be satisfactory reproduced using the convolution of the instrument response function with the sum of three exponential functions with time constants of 0.4, 1.2, and 11.9 ps. As illustrated in Figure 3B , the shortest time constant is associated with a decay of the fluorescence intensity at short wavelength and with a rise above about 470 nm. This corresponds essentially to a red shift of the fluorescence band but not to a decay of the excited-state population. Considering that the 0.4 ps time constant is close to the solvation time of ACN, 89 this process can be assigned to a dynamic Stokes shift. However, excitation is performed at 400 nm, and about 0.2 eV is deposited in 3 as vibrational energy.
As vibrational relaxation results to spectral dynamics as well, mostly as a narrowing of the emission band, 90 it could also contribute to the 0.4 ps component. On the other hand, the amplitude factors of the two larger time constants are positive at all wavelengths and their spectral dependences, especially that associated with the longest one, resemble that of the stationary fluorescence spectrum. Consequently, these two components correspond to a decay of the excited-state population. A biexponential population decay can be due to two distinct emitting populations. However, it has also been shown that a Gaussian distribution of decay times associated with a distribution of different populations can also be reproduced by a biexponential function. 91, 92 Independently of whether the decay is due to two or to a distribution of populations, the resemblance of the associated amplitude spectra points to emitting species with relatively similar fluorescence spectra.
The best-fit parameters have been used to reconstruct timeresolved emission spectra, those shown in Figure 3C having been area-normalized to better distinguish the spectral changes occurring during the first few picoseconds. The main feature is a marked narrowing of the red side of the band. This change can be explained by the slightly red-shifted emission spectrum of the shorter-lived species compared to that of the long-lived one.
Qualitatively similar fluorescence dynamics was observed in the other nitrile solvents, the main difference being that all time constants are larger than those in ACN (Table 2 ). In alcohols on the other hand, the time profiles could not be correctly reproduced with less than four exponential functions, one accounting for the initial spectral dynamics and the other three corresponding to population decays. Four exponentials were also used in the nonpolar CH and DEC, but in this case the initial spectral dynamics with a time constant τ 1 should rather be ascribed to the relaxation of intramolecular modes.
As the amplitude spectra of the population components are all quite similar, an amplitude average population decay time was calculated as
where a i is the amplitude of the component i at a fixed wavelength, in general at the stationary fluorescence maximum. Table 2 shows that, if the average population decay times of 3 are sorted according to the class of solvents, namely, nitriles, alcohols, and nonpolar solvents, 〈τ〉 increases with solvent viscosity within each class. Moreover, at constant viscosity, 〈τ〉 is the shortest in alcohols and is clearly the largest in nonpolar solvents.
The fluorescence dynamics of the other compounds was measured in the same way in various solvents, and the data were also analyzed globally, except for 1 for which the fluorescence was measured at the maximum wavelength only. For this compound, a reliable assignment of the time constants obtained from the multiexponential fit is therefore not possible. The resulting time constants are listed in Table 2 . Although 1 was not investigated in detail, the solvent dependence of its fluorescence dynamics does not differ much from that of 3. The same is true for 2, except that the average lifetime is faster than for 3 in all three types of solvents, especially in CH.
On the other hand, 4 behaves similarly to 3 in nitriles and alcohols but exhibits a much faster excited-state dynamics in nonpolar solvents. In fact, the fastest population decay was measured in CH.
Finally, the largest wavelength dependence was found with 5 in polar solvents ( Figure 4A ). The amplitude spectrum associated with the shortest time constant, τ 1 ) 0.2 ps, points to a substantial dynamic Stokes shift ( Figure 4B ). However, the reconstructed, area-normalized, time-resolved emission spectra reveal a conversion between two different emitting species rather than a continuous spectral shift, as observed with the other compounds ( Figure 4C ). The excited-state dynamics of 5 seems therefore to differ considerably from that of the other compounds. Because of the probable presence of different species with more distinct emission spectra, an average population decay time cannot really be determined with 5.
The fluorescence dynamics in solid matrices is much slower than those in room temperature liquids and could thus be measured by TCSPC. The fluorescence decays in both PMMA films and EtOH glasses at 77 K could be well reproduced using single exponential functions with lifetimes, τ, around 2.5 ns ( Figure S1 in Supporting Information). The latter together with the radiative time constants, τ r , calculated from Φ fl and τ are listed in Table 3 . The lifetimes measured in PMMA are of the same order of magnitude.
The temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime of 1 and 5 down to 77 K was also investigated by TCSPC in MeOH and MCH. The observed temperature dependence of the nonradiative rate constant, calculated as k nr ) τ -1 -τ r -1 and assuming τ r independent of temperature, clearly departs from an Arrhenius behavior, with a marked kink around 130 K ( Figure S3 in Supporting Information). Such an effect, already reported for other GFP fluorophores 15 as well as for Malachite Green, 93 reflects a change in the nature of the matrix occurring above the glass transition temperature and can be considered as a strong indication of the involvement of intramolecular modes with large amplitude motion in the nonradiative deactivation of 1 and 5.
Transient Absorption Measurements. To have a deeper insight into the excited-state dynamics of these compounds, TA measurements have been performed with 1-5 in ACN, EtOH, and CH. Figure 5A shows TA spectra recorded with 3 in ACN at different time delays after 400 nm excitation. The spectra consist of a negative band located between 470 and about 530 nm, which can be ascribed to S 1 -S 0 stimulated emission (SE) and of a broad positive band above 530 nm that can be assigned to S 1 excited-state absorption (ESA). Comparison of the negative SE band with the spontaneous fluorescence spectrum, which extends from 470 to 650 nm, points to a substantial overlap of SE and ESA spectra. As time proceeds, the intensity of both bands exhibits a parallel decay to zero. A closer inspection of the SE band allows some small changes of the shape with time to be observed, especially a broadening of the red edge. Similarly, the ESA band shape presents some temporal variation. At early time, its maximum is located at about 600 nm with a secondary maximum around 650 nm. About 2-3 ps after excitation, the intensity at both wavelengths is identical and, at later time, the main ESA maximum is at 650 nm. The decay of the TA intensity over the whole spectral window can be well reproduced with the sum of three exponential functions with 0.4, 1.3, and 11.9 ps time constants and with the decayassociated spectra shown in Figure 5B . It appears that most of the dynamics in the ESA region can be well accounted for with the two slower components. The distinct decay-associated spectra of these two components explain the temporal variation of the ESA band shape. On the other hand, the 0.4 ps component is required to reproduce the early spectral dynamics in the SE band region. Given this very short time constant, the amplitude of its associated spectrum might be overestimated relative to that of the other two decay associated spectra. The three time constants are in good agreement with those obtained from the analysis of the fluorescence up-conversion data (Tables 2 and  4) . No significant difference can be observed in EtOH, apart from the time constants, which are very close to those found in the fluorescence measurements as well (Tables 2 and 4 ). In CH, the TA spectra are also quite similar except for the ESA band, which extends to longer wavelengths ( Figure S3 in Supporting Information). In this case again, a very good agreement of TA and up-conversion time constants is obtained.
The TA spectra measured with 1 and 4 in all three solvents are qualitatively very similar to those of 3. With 2 on the other hand, the ESA band shape remains essentially unchanged over the whole excited-state lifetime.
A quite different behavior was observed with 5 in polar solvents as illustrated in Figure 6A . The very early TA spectra consist in two negative bands, one around 450 nm and the other around 540 nm, and in two positive bands, one at 500 nm and the other above 570 nm. The shortest wavelength band can be safely ascribed to the bleach of the S 0 -S 1 absorption, whereas the other one arises from S 1 -S 0 SE. Over a few hundreds of femtoseconds, the SE band shifts to the red. As time proceeds, the intensity of the long wavelength positive band decreases, whereas the TA intensity around 500 nm increases to reach its maximum at about 1.1 ps. Then the TA intensity over the whole spectral window decreases, and after about 50 ps, the TA spectrum remains unchanged until 1.8 ns, the maximum time delay of the experiment.
As shown in Figure 6C , the time profile of the intensity of the two positive TA bands suggests a precursor-successor relationship of the populations responsible for these two bands. To confirm the existence of such relationship, a global fit with target analysis was performed assuming an A f B f C reaction scheme, where both A f B and B f C steps follow a firstorder kinetics. The overall decay of the TA spectra was well reproduced with this model, but strong deviation was observed during the first 2 ps, as the initial rise could not be well accounted for. However, much better agreement over the whole time window was obtained upon addition of a third step to the model, namely, assuming an A f B f C f D reaction scheme. The time constants for the three consecutive steps amount to 0.3, 0.9, and 11.8 ps, and the spectra of the four species A, B, C, and D are shown in Figure 6B . All A, B, and C spectra exhibit a negative band below 490 nm due to the ground-state depletion. A second negative band arising from SE is also present in all spectra; however that of A peaks at 530 nm, whereas those of B and C are centered at 550 nm. The species D accounts for the very small residual TA spectrum measured after about 50 ps. These findings agree very well with the fluorescence up-conversion data that point to a conversion between two emitting species with distinct spectra. The similarity of the spectra associated with B and C suggests that these two species are closely related, whereas that of A has a different nature.
A qualitatively similar behavior was observed in EtOH. However, the intensity of the 500 nm band is relatively smaller than that in ACN. Performing the same analysis as in ACN resulted in a good agreement with the data as well, with τ AB ) 0.3 ps, τ BC ) 1.5 ps and τ CD ) 7.9 ps for the A f B, B f C, and C f D steps, respectively. In EtOH, the τ CD /τ BC ratio amounts to about 5, whereas it is as large as 13 in ACN. This means that in EtOH, the population of species C does not accumulate as much as that in ACN, explaining the smaller relative intensity of the 500 nm TA band. Finally, the TA spectra of 5 in CH differ substantially from those in polar solvents ( Figure 7 ) and resemble rather those measured with 1-4. Apart from spectral changes occurring at very early time and most probably associated with vibrational relaxation, the shape of the ESA band remains constant over the lifetime of the excited state.
The time constants obtained from the multiexponential global analysis of the TA spectra of compounds 1 to 5 are summarized in Table 4 . It can be seen that in all cases, these time constants match very well with those extracted from the fluorescence upconversion data. In fact, global analysis of both the fluorescence and TA data could also be performed successfully and yielded time constants between those obtained upon separate analysis of the fluorescence and TA data. However, the components with the time constants written in bold characters in Table 4 are not present in the fluorescence data. These values, which always correspond to the slowest components, can be assigned to nonemitting species. For 2 and 4, their decay-associated spectra are quite similar to that related to the 12 ps time constant shown in Figure 5B . In the case of 5, this long-lived component is associated with species D in Figure 6B . As it can be seen, the amplitude of the associated spectrum is very small. Thus, species D is most probably the ground state of 5 and the small associated spectrum might originate from some photoproduct.
Quantum Chemistry Calculations. The ground-state calculations predict the presence of two stable forms for all compounds (Figure 8 ), except for 2 where no convergence could be achieved for the E form. Comparison of the total energies of the Z and E forms of 1, 3, and 5 shows that the Z isomer is more stable by about 3 kcal/mol. For 4 on the other hand, the E isomer is more stable than the Z form.
According to the TDDFT calculations, the S 0 -S 1 absorption band of 5 is essentially connected to a one-electron HOMO-LUMO transition and has a ππ* character. The pronounced bathochromic shift of both absorption and fluorescence bands of 5 points to ππ* transition with some charge transfer (CT) character as testified by the HOMO and LUMO shown in Figure  9 . Thus optical excitation of 5 leads to a substantial charge redistribution from the Ar 1 substituent to one of the phenyl groups on the imidazolone moiety. 
Discussion
Multiexponential Excited-State Dynamics. The fluorescence dynamics of all five compounds in liquid solution is clearly multiexponential. Whereas the fastest dynamic components can be safely ascribed to solvent and/or to vibrational relaxation, the remaining components can be assigned to the decay of excited-state populations with slightly different fluorescence spectra.
This interpretation is corroborated by the TA measurements, where a marked temporal variation of the ESA spectrum is observed ( Figure 5 ). The time scale of this spectral dynamics is very similar to that found by fluorescence. Moreover, the decay-associated spectra obtained from global analysis of the TA spectra point to excited-state populations with slightly different absorption spectra as well.
Multiexponential fluorescence decay has already been observed with other derivatives of the GFP chromophore [14] [15] [16] and was attributed to the existence of several ground-state conformations. The same interpretation can be proposed here for 1-5. Considering the flexibility of these molecules, a distribution of ground-state conformers with different torsion angles around the single bonds between the imidazolone core and the two phenyl substituents as well as around the ethylenic bridge can be expected. Although the fluorescence and excited-state absorption spectra of these conformers differ slightly, their S 0 -S 1 absorption band seems to be almost identical. Indeed, the fluorescence excitation spectra of 1-5 are independent of the emission wavelength. Furthermore, the fluorescence dynamics of 3 recorded by up-conversion upon 370 and 420 nm excitation are identical, within experimental error, to that measured upon 400 nm excitation.
On the other hand, the fluorescence decay of these compounds in solid matrices, namely, PMMA films and EtOH glasses at 77 K, is single exponential. At 77 K, this could be explained by a decrease of the torsional disorder at low temperature and thus by the existence of a single conformer. However, this interpretation cannot account for the single exponential fluorescence decay in room temperature PMMA films. Therefore, unless the polymeric environment imposes a well-defined ground-state structure of 1-5, a distribution of conformers should also be expected as in liquids. This implies that these conformers have essentially the same fluorescence lifetime in polymeric environments and consequently they have the same radiative time constant, τ r , and the same nonradiative dynamics. Identical radiative time constants agree with the undistinguishable absorption spectra of these conformers. Thus, the multiexponential fluorescence decays in liquid solutions indicate that the conformers have different nonradiative dynamics in a nonrigid environment. The difference with solid matrices clearly shows that the nonradiative pathways in liquids should be associated with conformational dynamics. This will be discussed in more detail below.
Nonradiative Decay Pathways. When considering the structures of 1-5, several nonradiative deactivation pathways of the S 1 state can be envisaged: (i) IC by large amplitude motion for all of them, (ii) intermolecular H-bonded assisted deactivation for all of them in protic solvents, (iii) intramolecular H-bond assisted deactivation for 4, and (iv) intramolecular CT with 5.
(i) In principle, IC via large amplitude motion is the only radiationless decay pathway that can be operative with 1 and 3 in nonprotic solvents. Table 2 shows that the fluorescence time constants of 3 related to population dynamics, τ 2 and τ 3 , increase with viscosity in the three nitriles investigated. The viscosity dependence of IC via large amplitude motion is often discussed in terms of the following empirical relationship:
where η is the solvent viscosity and R is a factor varying between 0.1 and 1, R ) 1 corresponding to the high friction limit in Kramers theory. 97 This relationship has been rationalized by Grote and Hynes in terms of frequency-dependent friction. 98 Although eq 2 cannot be used very reliably with only three solvents, doubly logarithmic plots of τ 2 and τ 3 vs η yield R values of 0.6 and 1.5, respectively. Despite the large errors on these two values, the faster decay component is clearly less viscosity dependent than the slower one. This is in good agreement with the assignment of these time constants to different excited conformers. Thus, the motion responsible for the nonradiative deactivation of the conformers does not experience the same friction from the environment. Most probably, the conformers with τ 3 has to undergo larger amplitude motion than the shorter lived ones, i.e., those with τ 2 .
The barrier height for photoisomerization and IC via large amplitude motion may also depend on the solvent polarity, if the electronic distribution of the transition state differs from that of the initial state. 99, 100 For example, if the transition state is more polar, the reaction rate increases with solvent polarity. This is probably the case for 1 and 3, for which the fluorescence time constants are clearly larger in nonpolar solvents, independently of their viscosity. Consequently, the very large R values most probably do not only reflect friction effects but also the decrease of polarity that accompanies the increase of viscosity when going from ACN to BuCN. A reliable determination of R would require a series of solvents with the same polarity but with different viscosity.
(ii) Intermolecular hydrogen bond formation has been shown to substantially accelerate the excited-state decay of chromophores with carbonyl groups. [101] [102] [103] [104] This interaction can be viewed as an excited-state proton transfer leading to an unstable product, which in turn decays to the ground state by back proton transfer. To see whether such a process is also operative with 1-5, the excited-state dynamics of 1 and 2 should be compared in protic and aprotic solvents of similar viscosity and dielectric constant, ε s (see Table 5 ). For example, the average excitedstate lifetime of 3 is markedly shorter in MeOH than in PrCN and is also shorter in EtOH than in BuCN (Table 2) . Similarly, the excited-state lifetimes of the other compounds in EtOH are at least as short as those in ACN, although EtOH is substantially more viscous and less polar than ACN (Table 5) . Therefore, the shorter lifetime of 1-5 in protic solvents can be rather safely ascribed to H-bond-assisted nonradiative deactivation occurring additionally to IC by large amplitude motion. The shortening of the excited-state lifetime observed by going from MeOH to PeOH can be explained by both the decrease of the hydrogenbonding ability of the solvent, quantified by the Kamlet-Taft parameter R (Table 5) , and the increase of viscosity, that slows down large amplitude motion.
The hydroxyl group in Ar 1 in 2 could also be involved in H-bonds with the solvent. Comparison of 2 with 1 and 3 also points to a faster nonradiative deactivation of the excited-state lifetime of 2. However, this difference is also present in CH, which has no H-bond acceptance property, and thus the observed acceleration of the nonradiative decay of 2 could be due to another effect, like for example a decrease of the barrier height for large amplitude motion around the ethylenic bond induced by the presence of the electron-donating OH group. Indeed, the position of the OH group in HBDI, para or meta, was found to have a marked influence on the excited-state lifetime. 32 (iii) Intramolecular H-bond interaction between the hydroxyl group on the Ar 2 ring and the carbonyl oxygen is in principle also possible in 4. The effect of this OH group can be evaluated by comparing the excited-state dynamics of 4 and 3 (Tables 2  and 4 ). Whereas no significant difference can be observed in polar solvents, substantially shorter fluorescence lifetime can be seen for 4 in nonpolar solvents, with an about 10 times shorter average lifetime. This effect is also reflected by the smaller fluorescence quantum yield of 4 in CH (Table 1) . These results point to the existence of an intramolecular H-bond in nonpolar media, favoring the nonradiative deactivation of the excited state. The absence of a difference between 4 and 3 in polar solvents could be explained by a twist of the phenol substituent relative to the imidazolone ring, inhibiting intramolecular H-bonding. Competition between inter-and intramolecular H-bonding could also explain the very similar fluorescence lifetimes of 4 and 3 in protic solvents. Such competing H-bonding has recently been reported for naphthalenediimide derivatives. 105 (iv) Whereas in nonpolar solvents, the photophysics of 5 resembles that of 1 and 3, distinct excited-state dynamics is observed with this compound in polar solvents. The solvatochromism of the first absorption band and of the fluorescence spectrum is indicative of a substantially larger electric dipole moment in the excited state than in the ground state of 5. Moreover, the large change of the emission band shape with solvent polarity (Figure 2 ) points to a different nature of the emitting state, a locally excited state (LE) in nonpolar solvents, and a CT state in polar solvents. According to the quantum chemistry calculations (Figure 9 ), the LE state should already possesses a non-negligible CT character. However, the CT state should be characterized by a further degree of charge separation, most probably favored by solvation and by structural rearrangement of the excited-state, as is often the case in flexible molecules undergoing intramolecular CT. [106] [107] [108] Therefore, the reconstructed time-resolved fluorescence spectra of 5 in ACN ( Figure 4C ) can be interpreted as a transition from the LE to the CT state, rather than as a simple dynamic Stokes shift. This assignment is further reinforced by the TA dynamics ( Figure  6 ) that could be very well reproduced assuming an A f B f C f D reaction scheme with τ AB ) 0.3 ps, τ BC ) 0.9 ps, and τ CD ) 11.8 ps time constants in ACN. The strong similarity of the spectra associated with species B and C suggests that A is the LE state, B is a nonequilibrated CT state, C is the relaxed CT state, and D is the ground state. In most cases, the fluorescence lifetime of intramolecular CT states is on the nanosecond time scale.
106,109-111 As a consequence, the very fast decay of the CT state found here with 5 is also most probably due to IC via large amplitude motion, like in 1-4, rather than to the charge recombination of the CT state. The excited-state dynamics of 5 and of other imidazolone derivatives undergoing similar intramolecular CT will be discussed in more detail elsewhere.
Comparison with p-HBDI. p-HBDI is probably the most studied model of the GFP chromophore. Its structure is essentially the same as that of 2 except that Ar 2 and the phenyl substituent in position 7 are methyl groups. Therefore, the excited-state dynamics of both p-HBDI and 2 can be expected to be very similar. The fluorescence decay of p-HBDI in a series of alcohols ranging from MeOH to decanol has been reported to be biexponential with time constants around 200 fs and 1 ps, independently on the solvent viscosity. 16 As shown in Table  2 , the decay times found with 2 in ACN and MeOH do not differ very much, confirming similar deactivation pathways of p-HBDI and 2. Therefore by analogy with 2, it appears that, depending on the solvent, the deactivation pathways of p-HBDI should be IC by large amplitude motion and intermolecular H-bond assisted deactivation. The number of solvents investigated with 2 does not allow conclusions on the relative efficiency of both channels to be drawn. However, the very weak viscosity dependence reported for p-HBDI by Mandal et al. 16 in alcohols could be explained by the predominance of H-bond-assisted deactivation. This is in full agreement with the recent study of Yang et al., who found that the photoisomerisation yield of p-HBDI is much smaller in protic than in aprotic solvents. 25 Our study clearly shows that H-bonding to the imidazolinone group is involved in the deactivation. The shorter excited-state lifetime found with 2 compared to 1 and 3 suggests that H-bonding between the hydroxy group and solvent molecules is also probably operative. Further investigation of the solvent dependence of the excited-state dynamics of 2 is in progress.
Conclusion
The results presented here clearly show that some tuning of the excited-state dynamics of GFP-chromophores can be achieved beyond the simple variation of the medium rigidity. For the compounds investigated here in liquid solutions, IC by large amplitude motion is an important radiationless channel of the excited state. Nevertheless, additional pathways can be opened, such as inter-and intramolecular H-bond-assisted deactivation, depending on the solvent and the substituent. Occurrence of these processes further reduces the excited-state lifetime of these chromophores. These results give a deeper insight into the ultrafast nonradiative deactivation of p-HBDI, the most investigated GFP chromophore model, as its structure is very similar to those of the compounds studied here.
Furthermore, the nature of the excited state can be substantially changed by introducing strong electron-donating substituents. This combination of viscosity dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield together with the polarity dependence of the emission wavelength is not so common and therefore these GFP-chromophores derivatives with CT character may find potential applications as local molecular probes. Finally, controlling the CT character of the excited state of these molecules should in principle allow a rather fine-tuning of their emission wavelength even in rigid media, where their emission quantum yield is very large. These compounds may thus also be potential candidates as fluorophores in electroluminescent devices.
